Abstract. We define and study the free topological vector space V(X) over a Tychonoff space X. We prove that V(X) is a kω-space if and only if X is a kω-space. If X is infinite, then V(X) contains a closed vector subspace which is topologically isomorphic to V(N). It is proved that if X is a k-space, then V(X) is locally convex if and only if X is discrete and countable. If X is a metrizable space it is shown that: (1) V(X) has countable tightness if and only if X is separable, and (2) V(X) is a k-space if and only if X is locally compact and separable. It is proved that V(X) is a barrelled topological vector space if and only if X is discrete. This result is applied to free locally convex spaces L(X) over a Tychonoff space X by showing that: (1) L(X) is quasibarrelled if and only if L(X) is barrelled if and only if X is discrete, and (2) L(X) is a Baire space if and only if X is finite.
Introduction.
Until recently almost all papers in topological vector spaces restricted themselves to locally convex spaces. However in recent years a number of questions about non-locally convex vector spaces have arisen.
All topological spaces are assumed here to be Tychonoff and all vector spaces are over the field of real numbers R. The free topological group F (X), the free abelian topological group A(X) and the free locally convex space L(X) over a Tychonoff space X were introduced by Markov [24] and intensively studied over the last half-century, see for example [3, 13, 17, 22, 33, 35] . It has been known for half a century that the (Freyd) Adjoint Functor Theorem ( [23] or Theorem A3.60 of [14] ) implies the existence and uniqueness of F (X), A(X) and L(X). This paper focuses on free topological vector spaces. One surprising fact is that free topological vector spaces in some respect behave better than free locally convex spaces.
Basic properties of free topological vector spaces
Definition 2.1. The free topological vector space V(X) over a Tychonoff space X is a pair consisting of a topological vector space V(X) and a continuous mapping i = i X : X → V(X) such that every continuous mapping f from X to a topological vector space (tvs) E gives rise to a unique continuous linear operatorf : V(X) → E with f =f • i.
In analogy with the Graev free abelian topological group over a Tychonoff space X with a distinguished point p, we can define the Graev free topological vector space V G (X, p) over (X, p). Definition 2.2. The Graev free topological vector space V G (X, e) over a Tychonoff space X with a distinguished point e is a pair consisting of a topological vector space V G (X, e) and a continuous mapping i = i X : X → V G (X, e) such that i(e) = 0 and every continuous mapping f from X to a topological vector space E with f (e) = 0 gives rise to a unique continuous linear operator f : V G (X, e) → E with f =f • i.
We shall use the notation: for a subset A of a vector space E and a natural number n ∈ N we denote by sp n (A) the following subset of E sp n (A) := {λ 1 x 1 + · · · + λ n x n : λ i ∈ [−n, n], x i ∈ A, ∀i = 1, . . . , n}, and set sp(A) := n∈N sp n (A), the span of A in E.
As X is a Tychonoff space, the mapping i X is an embedding. So we identify the space X with i(X) and regard X as a subspace of V(X). Theorem 2.3. Let X be a Tychonoff space and e ∈ X a distinguished point. Then (i) V(X) and V G (X, e) exist (and are Hausdorff );
(ii) sp(X) = V(X) and X is a vector space basis for V(X); (iii) sp(X) = V G (X, e) and X \ {e} is a vector space basis for V G (X, e); (iv) V(X) and V G (X, e) are unique up to isomorphism of topological vector spaces; (v) X is a closed subspace of V(X) and V G (X, e); (vi) sp n (X) is closed in V(X) and V G (X, e), for every n ∈ N; (vii) if q : X → Y is a quotient map of Tychonoff spaces X and Y , then V(Y ) is a quotient topological vector space of V(X); (viii) if Y is a Tychonoff space with a distinguished point p and X ∧ Y is the wedge sum of (X, e) and (Y, p), then V G (X, e) × V G (Y, p) = V G X ∧ Y, (e, p) .
Proof. (i)-(iv) follow from the Adjoint Functor Theorem. (v)-(vi) We consider only the case V(X).
Let βX be the Stone-Čech compactification of X. Then, by the definition of free topological vector space, the natural map β : X → βX ⊆ V(βX) can be extended to a continuous injective linear operatorβ : V(X) → V(βX). Since βX and sp n (βX) are compact subsets of V(βX), X =β −1 (βX) and sp n (X) =β −1 sp n (βX) by the injectivity ofβ, we obtain that X and sp n (X) are closed subsets of V(X), for every n ∈ N.
(vii) Letq : V(X) → V(Y ) be a continuous linear operator extending q. Set H = ker(q) and let j : V(X) → V(X)/H be the quotient map. Denote by f : V(X)/H → V(Y ) the induced continuous linear map. We have to show that the topology of V(X)/H coincides with the topology of V(Y ).
Let E be an arbitrary tvs and t : Y → E a continuous map. Then q • t : X → E is continuous. So there is a unique continuous extension q • t : V(X) → E. As V(X)/H is algebraically V(Y ), we obtain the induced linear map T :
(viii) follows from the Adjoint Functor Theorem since the left adjoint functor preserves (finite) coproducts.
We shall denote the topology of V(X) by µ µ µ X . So V(X) = (V X , µ µ µ X ), where V X is a vector space with a basis X:
where λ i ∈ R \ {0} and x i ∈ X are distinct, the set supp(v) := {x 1 , . . . , x n } is called the support of the element v.
For a subspace Z of a space X, let V(Z, X) be the vector subspace of V(X) generated algebraically by Z.
Lemma 2.4. Let Z be a closed subspace of a space X. Then V(Z, X) is a closed subspace of V(X).
Proof. Assume that
, where a i = 0 and x i are distinct for all i. Then there is an index i, say i = 1, such that x 1 ∈ Z. Since X is Tychonoff, there is a function f : X → R such that f (x 1 ) = 1 and f Z ∪ {x 2 , . . . , x n } = 0. Lift this function to a linear
is an open neighborhood of h which does not intersect V(Z, X).
Proposition 2.5. If X is a Tychonoff space and Z is a retract (in particular, a clopen subset) of X, then V(Z) embeds onto a closed vector subspace of V(X).
Proof. Let p : X → Z be a retraction. Then V(Z) is a quotient topological vector space of V(X) under an extensionp of p by Theorem 2.3(vii). As p(z) = z we obtain thatp is injective on V(Z, X) andp(V(Z, X)) = V(Z). So the topology τ of V(Z, X) is finer than the topology µ µ µ Z of V(Z). Now the definition of µ µ µ Z implies that τ = µ µ µ Z . Thus V(Z) embeds onto V(Z, X). Finally V(Z, X) is a closed vector subspace of V(X) by Lemma 2.4.
Below we generalize Corollary 2.6. First we recall some definitions. For a non-empty family {E i } i∈I of vector spaces, the direct sum of E i is denoted by i∈I E i := (x i ) i∈I ∈ i∈I E i : x i = 0 i for all but a finite number of i , and we denote by j k the natural embedding of E k into i∈I E i ; that is,
If {E i } i∈I is a non-empty family of topological vector spaces the final vector space topology T f on i∈I E i with respect to the family of canonical homomorphisms j k : E k → i∈I E i is the finest vector space topology on i∈I E i such that all j k are continuous. Definition 2.7. Let E = {(E i , T i )} i∈I be a non-empty family of topological vector spaces. The topological vector space (E, T ) is the coproduct of the family E in the category TVS of topological vector spaces and continuous linear operators if (i) for each i ∈ I there is an embedding j i :
(ii) for any tvs V and each family {p i } i∈I of continuous linear mappings p i : E i → V , there exists a unique continuous linear mapping p :
The underlying vector space structure of the coproduct (E, T ) is the direct sum i∈I E i . The coproduct topology T on E coincides with the final vector space topology T f with respect to the family of canonical homomorphisms j i : E i → E. Note that a coproduct of a family of tvs is unique up to topological linear isomorphism. If I is countable, then the coproduct topology T on E is the subspace topology on E induced by the box topology on the product i∈I E i .
The next proposition shows that the Graev free topological vector space does not depend on the distinguished point. This we prove analogously to Theorem 2 of [13] . Proposition 2.9. Let X be a Tychonoff space and e, p ∈ X be distinct points. Then V G (X, e) and V G (X, p) are topologically isomorphic.
Proof. Define ϕ : (X, e) → V G (X, p) setting ϕ(x) := x−e, where "−" denotes difference in V G (X, p). Then ϕ is continuous and ϕ(e) = 0. So there is a continuous linear mapφ : V G (X, e) → V G (X, p) which extends ϕ. Analogously, we define ψ : (X, p) → V G (X, e) setting ψ(x) := x − p. Then ψ is continuous and ψ(p) = 0. So there is a continuous linear mapψ : V G (X, p) → V G (X, e) which extends ψ. Now, for every x ∈ (X, e), we havē
since e is the identity in the space V G (X, e). Since X generates V G (X, e), we obtain thatψφ is the identity map of V G (X, e). Analogously,φψ is the identity map of V G (X, p). Thus V G (X, e) and V G (X, p) are topologically isomorphic.
So we can write V G (X, e) = V G (X). Our next result is analagous to Theorem 3 of [26] . Proposition 2.10. Let X be a Tychonoff space and {e} be a singleton. Then
Proof. Let ϕ : X → E be a continuous map into a topological vector space E. Define i : X → X ⊔ {e} by i(x) := x and ψ : X ⊔ {e} → E by ψ(x) := x and ψ(e) := 0. Then we obtain the following commutative diagram
whereψ is a linear continuous extension of ψ. Therefore the space H := V G X ⊔ {e}, e has the universal property, and hence V(X) = H by the uniqueness of the free tvs over X. This proves the first equality.
Fix arbitrarily a point p ∈ X. The second equality follows from the first equality, Theorem 2.3, Proposition 2.9 and the following chain of equalities
Graev [13] used this to show that non-homeomorphic Tychonoff spaces X and Y may have isomorphic the free topological groups A(X) and A(Y ). The same holds for free topological vector spaces.
is an interval which is not homeomorphic to the space Z := (X, e) ∧ (Y, p). However, the Graev free topological vector spaces V G ([0, 2]) and V G Z are topologically isomorphic by Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.9 since
3. Free topological vector spaces over k ω -spaces Let {(X n , τ n )} n∈N be a sequence of topological spaces such that X n ⊆ X n+1 and τ n+1 | Xn = τ n for all n ∈ N. The union X = ∪ n∈N X n with the weak topology τ (i.e., U ∈ τ if and only if U ∩ X n ∈ τ n for every n ∈ ω) is called the inductive limit of the sequence {(X n , τ n )} n∈N and it is denoted by (X, τ ) = lim − → (X n , τ n ). Recall that a topological space is called a k ω -space if it is the inductive limit of an increasing sequence of its compact subsets. A topological group (G, τ ) is called a k ω -group if its underlying topological space is a k ω -space.
Since V(X) is a tvs, T n is continuous and hence X n = sp n (C n ) is a compact subspace of V(X).
Let τ n be the topology of the compact space X n . Clearly, τ n+1 | Xn = τ n . So we can define the inductive limit (V X , τ ) = lim − → (X n , τ n ). Then (V X , τ ) is a k ω -space and every compact subset of (V X , τ ) is contained in some X n by [37, Lemma 9.3] . It is clear that µ µ µ X ≤ τ . So to prove the proposition it is enough to show that τ is a vector space topology on V X .
To this end we must prove that the map
Thus, to show that T is continuous we only have to show that T is continuous on all compact subsets of Z.
Noting that K is compact and µ µ µ X ≤ τ , we see that K has the same induced topology as a subset of Z as it has as a subset of R × V(X) × V(X). Since τ | X n 2 +n = µ µ µ X |X n 2 +n and µ µ µ X is a vector space topology, T : K → X n 2 +n is continuous. So T is continuous and hence (V X , τ ) is a topological vector space. Thus τ = µ µ µ X by the definition of µ µ µ X .
Remark 3.2. Banakh proved Theorem 3.1 for the special case of X being a submetrizable k ω -space. The research in [4] and the research in this paper were done independently.
The (Weil) completeness is one of the most important properties of topological groups. Recall that any k ω topological group is complete by [15, Theorem 2] .
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a Tychonoff space. Then for every compact subset K of V(X) there is an n ∈ N such that K ⊆ sp n (X).
Proof. Denote by βX the Stone-Čech compactification of X, and letβ : V(X) → V(βX) be an extension of β. Consider the following sequence
Then, by Theorem 3.1, there is an n ∈ N such thatβ(K) ⊆ sp n (βX). Sinceβ is injective we obtain Definition 3.5. The free locally convex space L(X) over a Tychonoff space X is a pair consisting of a locally convex space L(X) and a continuous mapping i : X → L(X) such that every continuous mapping f from X to a locally convex space (lcs) E gives rise to a unique continuous linear operator f : L(X) → E with f =f • i.
We shall denote the topology of L(X) by ν ν ν X , so L(X) = (V X , ν ν ν X ).
Fact 3.6 ([11]
). For a Tychonoff space X, the space L(X) is a k-space if and only if X is a countable discrete space.
Let us recall also the definition of free abelian topological groups.
Definition 3.7. Let X be a Tychonoff space. An abelian topological group A(X) is called the free abelian topological group over X if A(X) satisfies the following conditions: (i) there is a continuous mapping i :
(ii) if f : X → G is a continuous mapping to an abelian topological group G, then there exists a continuous homomorphismf :
The fact that V(X) is complete when X is a k ω -space contradicts the known result (Fact 3.8) that the free locally convex space L(X) is not complete if X has any infinite compact subspace. Proposition 3.9. Let X = n∈N C n be a k ω -decomposition of a k ω -space X into compact sets and let E be a topological vector space generated algebraically by X. Further, let E have the property that a subset A of E is closed in E if and only if A ∩ sp n (C n ) is compact for all n ∈ N. Then the topology of E is the finest vector topology which induces the given topology on X, and so E is the free topological vector space over X.
Proof. Let τ be the given topology on E and τ ′ ⊇ τ the finest vector topology inducing the given topology on X. By the proof of Theorem 3.1, A ⊆ E is closed in τ ′ if and only if each A ∩ sp n (C n ) is compact. But τ and τ ′ induce the same topology on X, hence on C n and hence also on sp n (C n ). Thus τ ′ = τ as desired.
Proposition 3.10. Let X = ∪ n∈N C n be a k ω -space and let Y be a subset of V(X) such that Y is a free vector space basis for the subspace, sp(Y ), that it generates. Assume that
, and both sp(Y ) and Y are closed subsets of V(X).
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that, to prove sp(Y ) is closed in V(X), we only have to show that sp(Y ) ∩ sp n (C n ) is compact for each n ∈ N. Now
and hence is compact. Thus sp(Y ) is closed in V(X). Analogously, Y is closed in V(X). Using Proposition 3.9, to prove that sp(Y ) is the free topological vector space on Y , it suffices to show that a subset
Since both A ∩ sp m (K m ) and sp n (C n ) are compact, A ∩ sp n (C n ) is compact in V(X). Thus A is a closed subset of V(X) and the proof is complete.
Since a closed subspace of a k ω -space is also a k ω -space, Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 3.10 implies
Proof. Denote by βX the Stone-Čech compactification of X. So we obtain the following commutative diagram
and so V(K) = V(K, X). Proposition 3.13. If X is a k ω -space, then every metrizable (in particular, Banach) vector subspace E of V(X) is finite-dimensional.
Proof. LetĒ be the closure of E in V(X). ThenĒ is a metrizable closed subspace of V(X). As V(X) is a k ω -space by Theorem 3.1,Ē is also a k ω -space. ThereforeĒ is a locally compact by [7, 3.4 .E], and hence it is finite-dimensional, see [20, §15.7] . Thus E is finite-dimensional as well.
On the other hand, we now see that every infinite-dimensional space V(X) contains the space ϕ = V(N). But ϕ is the inductive limit of R n , and so ϕ is a locally convex space and therefore ϕ = L(N).
For every n ∈ N, set (3.1)
Theorem 3.14. If X is an infinite Tychonoff space, then V(X) contains a closed vector subspace which is topologically isomorphic to ϕ = V(N) = L(N).
Proof. First we assume that X is an infinite compact space. Take arbitrarily a sequence {z n } n∈N of distinct elements of X. For every n ∈ N and S n defined in (3.1), set
where the S n are as in (3.1) and "+" denotes the vector space addition in V(X). Since the sequence {nz 1 } n∈N is discrete and closed in Rz 1 ⊂ V(X), the sequence Y := {y n } n∈N is discrete and closed in V(X). So sp(Y ) = V(Y, X) is a closed vector subspace in V(X) by Lemma 2.4. Let us show that sp(Y ) is topologically isomorphic to ϕ. For every n ∈ N, set K n := {y 1 , . . . , y n }. nonzero real numbers a 1 , . . . , a m and nonzero numbers
But since all the elements z S i l −1 +j are distinct elements of the canonical basis of V(X), this equality implies that i m ≤ n and {a 1 , . . . , a m } ⊆ {λ 1 , . . . , λ n }. Thus t ∈ sp n (K n ).
The topology τ of sp(Y ) induced from V(X) is defined by the sequence {sp(Y ) ∩ sp n (X)} n∈N of compact sets by Theorem 3.1 and closedness of sp(Y ). Note that for every n ∈ N there is an m ∈ N such that sp n (K n ) ⊆ sp(Y ) ∩ sp m (X). This inclusion and the claim imply that τ coincides with the free topology µ µ µ Y on sp(Y ) defined by the sequence {sp n (K n )} n∈N . Thus sp(Y ) is topologically isomorphic to ϕ. Now let the space X be arbitrary and let βX be the Stone-Čech compactification of X. So there is a continuous linear monomorphismī : V(X) → V(βX). As X is infinite, βX contains a sequence {z n } n∈N of distinct elements of X. So V(βX) contains a closed and discrete subset Y such that sp(Y ) is a closed vector subspace of V(βX) which is topologically isomorphic to ϕ by the first step. Clearly,ī −1 (Y ) is a closed and discrete subset of V(X) and E :=ī −1 sp(Y ) is a closed vector subspace of V(X). So the topology τ ′ on E induced from V(X) is finer than the free topology µ µ µ Y on E. Therefore τ ′ = µ µ µ Y . Thus ϕ is topologically isomorphic to the closed vector subspace E of V(X).
Theorem 3.14 is of interest also because such a result does not hold for free locally convex spaces. Indeed, Theorem 4.3 of [21] states that if the free locally convex space L(X) over a Tychonoff space X embeds into L(I), where I = [0, 1], then X is a metrizable countable-dimensional compactum. In particular, the space ϕ = L(N) does not embed into L(I).
Theorem 3.15. Let {K n } n∈N be a sequence of disjoint compact subsets of R. Then V n∈N K n embeds onto a closed vector subspace of V(I).
Proof. Take two sequences {a n } n∈N , {b n } n∈N ⊂ I such that a 1 = 0 and a n < b n < a n+1 < 1 for every n ∈ N. For every n ∈ N, set I n := [a n , b n ] and X n := i≤n I i . Since each K n is homeomorphic to a closed subset of I n , by Corollary 3.11, we can assume that K n = I n for every n ∈ N. Set X := n∈N I n .
For every n ∈ N and 1 ≤ i ≤ A n := [S n /2], the integer part of S n /2 as defined in (3.1), we define the closed interval I i,n := a n + b n − a n S n (2i − 1), a n + b n − a n S n 2i , and define the homeomorphism g i,n : I n → I i,n by
For every n ∈ N, define the map h n : I n → V(I) by
where "+" denotes the vector space addition in V(I). Now we define the map χ : X → V(I) setting
Clearly, χ is continuous and one-to-one. Set Y := χ(X) and Y n := χ(X n ) for every n ∈ N.
We claim that sp(Y ) ∩ sp n (I) ⊆ sp n (Y n ) for every n ∈ N. Indeed, fix t ∈ sp(Y ) ∩ sp n (I). So there are distinct x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ I, distinct y 1 , . . . , y m ∈ Y , nonzero real numbers a 1 , . . . , a m and nonzero numbers λ 1 , . . . , λ n ∈ [−n, n] such that
For every 1 ≤ i ≤ m take x i ∈ X and n i ∈ N such that
Taking into account that all g j,n i (x i ) are distinct elements of the basis I of V(I), equality (3.2) implies that m ≤ n and {a 1 , . . . , a m } ⊆ {λ 1 , . . . , λ n }. Thus t ∈ sp n (Y n ). For every n ∈ N, take the maximal l(n) ∈ N such that S l(n) ≤ n (note that S 1 = 1). Then the same argument as in the claim shows that Y ∩ sp n (I) = Y S l(n) , for every n ∈ N. Fix a closed subset F of X. Then for every n ∈ N we have
is a closed subset of sp n (I). Since V(I) = n sp n (I) is a k ω -space by Theorem 3.1, we obtain that χ(F ) is closed in V(I). Therefore χ is a closed map. Thus χ is a homeomorphism of X onto Y . Finally, Proposition 3.10 implies that sp(Y ) is a closed subspace of V(I) and is topologically isomorphic to V(X).
Topological properties of free topological vector spaces
For a subset A of a tvs E, we denote the convex hull of A by conv(A), so conv(A) := λ 1 a 1 + · · · + λ n a n : λ 1 , . . . , λ n ≥ 0, n i=1 λ i = 1, a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A, n ∈ N .
Denote by LCS the category of all locally convex spaces and continuous linear operators. Let (E, τ ) be a topological vector space and let N (E) be a base of neighborhoods at zero of E. Then the family N (E) := conv(U ) : U ∈ N (E) forms a locally convex vector topology τ on E. So τ is the strongest locally convex vector topology on E which is coarser than the origin topology τ . The lcs (E, τ ) is called the locally convex modification of E. Let E and H be topological vector spaces and T : E → H a continuous linear operator. Define the functor L : TVS → LCS by the assignment
For a Tychonoff space X, the underlying group of A(X) we denote by A a (X), and the underlying vector spaces of L(X) and V(X) are denoted by L a (X) and V a (X), respectively. Below we obtain some relations between V(X), L(X) and A(X).
(ii) the identity map id X : X → X extends to a canonical homomorphisms id A(X) : A(X) → V(X), which is an embedding of topological groups; (iii) id A(X) A(X) is closed in V(X).
Proof. (i) follows from the definitions of free lcs and free tvs.
(ii) As ν ν ν X ≤ µ µ µ X , we obtain ν ν ν X | Aa(X) ≤ µ µ µ X | Aa(X) . On the other hand, by the definition of A(X), there is a continuous homomorphism from A(X) into V(X), and since the topology τ A(X) of A(X) is ν ν ν X | Aa(X) by [38] , we obtain that ν ν ν X | Aa(X) ≥ µ µ µ X | Aa(X) . Therefore ν ν ν X | Aa(X) = µ µ µ X | Aa(X) = τ A(X) . Thus id A(X) is an embedding.
(iii) By [38] , A(X) is closed in the topology ν ν ν X . Thus A(X) is also closed in µ µ µ X . Proposition 4.1 allows us to reduce easily the study of some topological properties of L(X) and V(X) to the study of the corresponding properties for A(X). We demonstrate below such a reduction.
It is known that A(X) is Lindelöf if and only if X n is Lindelöf for every n ∈ N, see Corollary 7.1.18 in [3] . An analogous result holds for L(X) and V(X). Proposition 4.2. Let X be a Tychonoff space. Then (i) L(X) is Lindelöf if and only if X n is Lindelöf for every n ∈ N; (ii) V(X) is Lindelöf if and only if X n is Lindelöf for every n ∈ N.
Proof. We prove only (ii) as (i) is proved in an analgous manner. Assume that V(X) is a Lindelöf space. By Proposition 4.1, A(X) is a closed subspace of L(X). Hence A(X) is also Lindelöf. Therefore X n is Lindelöf for every n ∈ N by Corollary 7.1.18 of [3] . Conversely, let X n be a Lindelöf space for every n ∈ N. Then the disjoint sum
is also a Lindelöf space, see Corollary 3.8.10 in [7] . Consider the map T : Y → V(X) defined by
Clearly, the map T is continuous. Thus V(X) is a Lindelöf space.
Bel'nov [6] proved that if a topological group G is algebraically generated by a Lindelöf subspace, then G is topologically isomorphic to a subgroup of the product of some family of second-countable groups. As V(X) and L(X) are algebraically generated by the continuous image of [−1, 1] × X and a product of a compact space and a Lindelöf space is also Lindelöf, we obtain Proposition 4.3. Let X be a Lindelöf space. Then V(X) and L(X) are topologically isomorphic to a subgroup of the product of some family of second-countable groups.
Recall that a subset A of a topological space X is called functionally bounded if every continuous real-valued function f ∈ C(X) is bounded on A. We shall use the following result, see Lemma 10.11.3 in [4] .
Fact 4.4 ([4]
). Let X be a Tychonoff space and A be a functionally bounded subset of L(X). Then the set v∈A supp(v) is functionally bounded in X and there is an n ∈ N such that A ⊆ sp n (X).
An analogous result holds also for V(X).
Proposition 4.5. Let X be a Tychonoff space and A be a functionally bounded subset of V(X). Then the set v∈A supp(v) is functionally bounded in X and there is n ∈ N such that A ⊆ sp n (X).
Proof. Proposition 4.1 implies that the identity map id : V(X) → L(X) is continuous. So A is also a functionally bounded subset of L(X) and Fact 4.4 applies.
Two Tychonoff spaces X and Y are called V-equivalent if the free topological vector spaces V(X) and V(Y ) are isomorphic as topological vector spaces. Analogously, X and Y are said to be L-equivalent if the free locally convex spaces L(X) and L(Y ) are isomorphic as topological vector spaces. A topological property P is called V-invariant (L-invariant) if every space Y which is V-equivalent (respectively, L-equivalent) to a Tychonoff space X with P also has the property P.
A subspace Y of V(X) (L(X)) is called a topological basis of V(X) (respectively, L(X)) if Y is a vector basis of V(X) (L(X)) and the maximal vector space topology (maximal locally convex space topology) on the abstract vector space V X which induces on Y its original topology coincides with the topology of V(X) (respectively, L(X)). The next theorem has a similar proof to the proof of Theorem 7.10.10 of [3] . Proof. We prove the theorem only for the case V(X). Let X and Y be V-equivalent spaces. The theorem is clear if X or Y is finite, so we assume that X and Y are infinite. Assume that Y is pseudocompact. So we can assume that Y is a topological basis of the space V(X). Note that Y is a closed subspace of V(X) since Y is closed in V(Y ). Suppose for a contradiction that X is not pseudocompact. Then X contains a discrete family U = {U n : n ≥ 0} of non-empty open sets. For every n ∈ N, choose a point x n ∈ U n .
Define the function d(x, v) :
Since Y is a vector basis of V(X), for every n ∈ N there exists y n ∈ Y such that d(x n , y n ) = 0. So, for every n ∈ N, we have
λ j,n t j,n , where λ j,n = 0 for every 0 ≤ j ≤ k n , and all letters t 1,n , . . . , t kn,n ∈ X \ {x n } are distinct (possibly, k n = 0). Passing to a subsequence of {y n : n ∈ N} if it is needed, we can assume that d(x j , y n ) = 0 whenever n < j. By induction on n ≥ 0, we define continuous real-valued functions f n on X as follows. Set f 0 ≡ 0. Assume that we have defined f 0 , . . . , f n−1 . Put g n := n−1 i=0 f i . Then there exists a continuous real-valued function f n on X such that f n (X \ U n ) = {0} and f n (t j,i ) = 0 at each point t j,i with i ≤ n that belongs to U n and also satisfies
where A n is the set of all 1 ≤ j ≤ k n such that t j,n ∈ U 0 ∪ · · · ∪ U n−1 . Since the family U is discrete, the function f := n∈N f n is continuous on X. Moreover,
In addition, the definition of f implies that for all n ∈ N and all 1 ≤ j ≤ k n ,
Extend f to a continuous functional f :
.2) and (4.3))
= n + j∈An λ j,n g n t j,n + j∈An λ j,n g n t j,n ≥ n for every n ∈ N. As {y n : n ∈ N} ⊂ Y , we conclude that Y is not pseudocompact. This contradiction completes the proof.
Graev proved in [13] that compactness is an A-invariant property. Below we prove an analogous result with a similar proof. (ii) if X is compact and metrizable, then so is Y .
Proof. We prove the theorem only for V-equivalent spaces.
it is also closed in V(X). Theorem 4.6 implies that Y is pseudocompact. So, fo some n ∈ N, Y is a closed subset of the compact set sp n (X) by Proposition 4.5. Thus Y is compact.
(ii) By the proof of (i), Y is a closed subset of sp n (X) for some n ∈ N. Since sp n (X) is a continuous image of the compact metrizable space [−n, n] n × X n we obtain that sp n (X) is a compact metrizable space. Thus Y is compact and metrizable.
Proposition 4.8. If X is a Tychonoff non-normal space, then L(X) and V(X) are also not normal spaces.
Proof. The proposition follows from the fact that X is a closed subspace of L(X) and V(X) and the fact that a closed subspace of a normal space is also normal.
Remark 4.9. We note that even if X is a normal space, V(X) and L(X) need not be normal spaces. This follows from the following three facts: (1) A(X) is a closed subgroup of V(X) and L(X), (2) A(X) contains a closed homeomorphic copy of X n for every n ∈ N, see Corollary 7.1.16 of [3] , and (3) the square of a normal space can be not normal, see Example 2.3.12 of [7] .
For a tvs E, we denote by E ′ the topological dual space of E. Proposition 4.10. For every Tychonoff space X, the topologies ν ν ν X and µ µ µ X are compatible, i.e. V(X) and L(X) have the same continuous functionals.
Proof. The topology τ on V X defined by V(X) ′ is locally convex. So, by the definition of ν ν ν X , we have τ ≤ ν ν ν X . Thus any χ ∈ V(X) ′ is also continuous in ν ν ν X , and hence V(X) ′ ⊆ L(X) ′ . The converse assertion is trivial.
Using Fact 3.8 we obtain Proposition 4.11. If X is a Tychonoff space such that V(X) is complete, then X is Dieudonné complete. Proof. If V(X) is cosmic, then X is also cosmic as a subspace of a cosmic space.
Assume that X is a cosmic space. So there is a separable metric space M and a continuous surjective map f : M → X, see [25] . For every n ∈ N set
and define the map T n : Y n → sp n (X) by T n (a 1 , . . . , a n , y 1 , . . . , y n ) :
Clearly, Y n is a separable metric space and T n is continuous and onto. Set Y := n∈N Y n and define the map T : Y → V(X) by
Clearly, Y is a separable metric space and T is continuous and onto. Thus V(X) is a cosmic space by [25] .
Corollary 4.23. For a Tychonoff space X the following assertions are equivalent:
Proof. Recall that a space X has countable tightness if whenever x ∈ A and A ⊆ X, then x ∈ B for some countable B ⊆ A. We use the following remarkable result of Arhangel'skii, Okunev and Pestov which shows that the topology of A(X) is rather complicated and unpleasant even for the simplest case of a metrizable space X. Denote by X ′ the set of all non-isolated points in a space X.
Fact 4.24 ([2]
). Let X be a metrizable space. Then (i) the tightness of A(X) is countable if and only if the set X ′ is separable; (ii) A(X) is a k-space if and only if X is locally compact and the set X ′ is separable.
For a metric space X, the space L(X) has countable tightness if and only if X is separable, see [12] . The same holds also for V(X). Conversely, if X is separable it is a cosmic space. So V(X) is a cosmic space by Proposition 4.22. Thus V(X) has countable tightness, see [25] .
By Fact 3.6, L(X) is a k-space if and only if X is a countable discrete space. For the case V(X) the situation is more complicated.
Theorem 4.26. For an infinite metrizable space X the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) X is a locally compact separable (metric) space;
(ii) V(X) is a non-Fréchet-Urysohn sequential space;
Proof. (i)⇒(vi). Since X is locally compact metrizable and separable, X is a k ω -space. So V(X) is a k ω -space by Theorem 3.1.
is a k-space as a closed subspace of V(X). Then X is locally compact and the set X ′ is separable by Fact 4.24. To prove that X is separable we have to show that the set D := X \ X ′ is countable. We repeat our argument from the proof of Theorem 4.25.
Suppose for a contradiction that D is uncountable. Then there is a positive number c and an
also is a k-space, but this contradicts Fact 4.18. Thus D is countable, and hence X is separable.
(ii)⇒(iii) is trivial. Let us prove (iv)⇒(ii). Since V(X) is a k ω -space, the closed subset X is also a k ω -space. Let X = n∈N C n be a k ω -decomposition of X. Then V(X) = n∈N sp n (C n ) is a k ω -decomposition of V(X), see Theorem 3.1. As each sp n (C n ) is a metrizable compactum, the space V(X) is sequential. Since X is infinite, Theorem 4.20 implies that V(X) is a non-Fréchet-Urysohn space.
Vector space properties of free topological vector spaces
First we note that any topological vector space is a quotient space of a free topological vector space.
Proposition 5.1. Let E be any topological vector space and V(E) the free topological vector space on E. Then the canonical continuous linear map of V(E) onto E is a quotient map.
Proof. Denote by τ the topology of E. The identity map ϕ : E → E can be extended to a continuous linear map Φ : V(E) → E. If Φ is not a quotient map, then the quotient vector space topology τ 1 on the underlying vector space E a of E is strictly finer than τ . Therefore ϕ is not continuous, a contradiction. Thus τ 1 = τ .
Recall that a topological vector space E is called barrelled if every barrel in E is a neighborhood of zero. Following Saxon [34] , a topological vector space E is called Baire-like if every increasing sequence {A n } n∈N of absolutely convex closed subsets covering E contains a member which is a neighborhood of zero. Clearly, Baire lcs ⇒ Baire-like.
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a Tychonoff space. Then (i) V(X) is barrelled if and only if X is discrete.
(ii) Let X be discrete. Then V(X) is a Baire-like space if and only if X is finite.
(iii) Let X be discrete. Then V(X) is a Baire space if and only if X is finite.
Proof. (i) Assume that V(X) is a barrelled tvs. Suppose for a contradiction that X is not discrete. Let x 0 ∈ X be a non-isolated point and take a net N = {x i } i∈I in X converging to x 0 (we assume that x 0 ∈ N ). Set
and let B be the absolute convex hull of A. Then B is a barrel in V(X) and B = conv(A). Note that, for every i ∈ I, We show that B is not a neighborhood of zero in V(X). Indeed, otherwise we can find a neighborhood U of x 0 such that x − x 0 ∈ B for every x ∈ U . So, for every j ∈ I such that x j ∈ U , we obtain x j − x 0 ∈ B that contradicts (5.1). Thus X is discrete.
Conversely, let X be a discrete space. We shall use the following simple description of the topology µ µ µ X of V(X) given in the proof of Theorem 1 in [31] . For each x ∈ X, choose some λ x > 0, and denote by S X the family of all subsets of V X of the form [−λ x , λ x ]x : x ∈ X .
For every sequence {S k } k≥0 in S X , we put Then B 0 is a barrel in V(X) and B 0 ⊆ B. For every integer k ≥ 0, set
Then the neighborhood k≥0 S k of zero in V(X) is a subset of B 0 . Therefore B is also a neighborhood of zero in V(X). Thus V(X) is a barrelled space.
(ii) If X is infinite and S = {x n } n∈N is a sequence in X consisting of distinct elements, then
A n , where A n := [−n, n]x 1 + · · · + [−n, n]x n + V X\S .
Since X is discrete, A n is closed, and hence A n is a meager closed subset of V(X) for every n ∈ N. Therefore V(X) is not Baire. Thus X is finite. If X is finite, then V(X) = R |X| is a Baire space.
(iii) follows from (ii).
We shall identify elements δ(x) ∈ L(X) with the Dirac measure δ x on X. So for every element µ = a 1 x 1 + · · · + a n x n of L(X) with distinct x 1 , . . . , x n we can define the norm of µ setting µ := |a 1 | + · · · + |a n |.
We need the following lemma whose proof actually can be extracted from the proof of Lemma 10.11.3 of [4] . Recall that a subset M of a topological vector space E is called bounded if for every neighborhood U of zero there is λ > 0 such that M ⊆ λU .
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a Tychonoff space and M a bounded subset of L(X). Then the set { µ : µ ∈ M } is bounded in R.
Proof. Let i : X → βX be the identity inclusion of X into the Stone-Čech compactification βX of X, and letī : L(X) → L(βX) be an injective linear continuous extension of i. Since L(βX) is a subspace of C k (C k (βX)) (see [10, 40] ) and the mapī preserves the norm of measures µ ∈ L(X), it follows thatī(M ) is a bounded subset of the dual Banach space C k (βX) ′ endowed with the weak* topology. Now the Banach-Steinhaus theorem [8, 3.88 ] implies that M is bounded. Suppose for a contradiction that X is not discrete and x 0 ∈ X is a non-isolated point of X. As in the proof of (i) of Theorem 5.2, take a net N = {x i } i∈I in X converging to x 0 (we assume that x 0 ∈ N ) and set
and let B be the absolute convex hull of A. Then B is a barrel in L(X) which is not a neighbourhood of zero even in V(X) by the proof of (i) of Theorem 5.2. The construction of B and Lemma 5.3 imply that B is bornivorous. Thus L(X) is not quasibarrelled. This contradiction shows that X is discrete.
Corollary 5.5. Let X be a Tychonoff space. Then L(X) is a Baire space if and only if X is finite.
Proof. Assume that L(X) is Baire. Then L(X) is a barrelled space by [28, Theorem 11.8.6 ]. Therefore X is discrete by Theorem 5.4. Thus X is finite by (the proof of) Theorem 5.2(ii). The converse assertion is trivial.
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